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Experience New Work at our Learning Lab

Aimed at: 
Everyone interested in experiencing how the future of work feels and willing to work on their future 
readiness.

Format:
“Experience New Work" is a "Learning Lab" where participants have the opportunity to get to know a 
whole range of new learning and working formats. You will be able to experiment, find out what suits 
best, and what you would like to use more of. Take, for example, the "Market of Skills", where you can 
present what you are really good at while finding out about other participants’ strengths. You will walk 
away with additional skills and first-hand experience in “peer teaching" or with "giving and receiving 
feedback". While "brainstorming ideas" in a team, you will get to know which brainstorming techniques 
there are and which ones are particularly suited to you. You can engage in "Designing ideas". Design and 
visualize an idea as you truly see it! Creative techniques will be offered for experimentation. Or become 
part of a "Bar Camp". This is an unguided setting, in which a group freely identifies topics that help them 
as a whole to move forward. Finally, one can gain experience with how these ideas are prepared and 
presented in such a way that they can hold their own. All of this happens offsite in a creative room at 
Ammersee, concluded by all with a great evening event – quite a treat!

Group Size: 
12-24 participants, 2-3 coaches

Duration:
Individual preparation with a virtual coach: 1 hour
Workshop: 1,5 days (Day 1: 10.00-18.00, Day 2: 09.00-13.00)

Conditions:
Costs: € 880 incl. VAT for 1,5-day-Workshop in an agile workspace with fruits, snacks and drinks included, 
plus one virtual coaching unit; accommodation not included. 

On a side note:
Our "Learning Lab" is an open format for anyone interested. However, it can also be carried out as (part of 
an) in-house and talent development measure.

Workshop Goals:
Participants who attend this workshop will …

• know different formats of New Work
• have experimented with alternative methods and formats
• know their affinities and interests in relation to New Work
• are experienced in the application of feedback and selected communication techniques
• know creative techniques based on their own experiments
• know where their strengths lie with regard to innovative work and learning formats
• have extended their network with like-minded people interested in New Work

Content:
A workshop in a larger group setting with varied and diverse individual and group exercises with a 
concluding reflection. The exercises and the exact sequence are a surprise and can be mastered well and 
without challenges by each participant. Just be there!
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